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Summary
Although X-ray crystallography remains the most ver-
satile method to determine the three-dimensional
atomic structure of proteins and much progress has
been made in model building and refinement tech-
niques, it remains a challenge to elucidate accurately
the structure of proteins in medium-resolution crys-
tals. This is largely due to the difficulty of exploring
an immense conformational space to identify the set
of conformers that collectively best fits the experi-
mental diffraction pattern. We show here that combin-
ing knowledge-based conformational sampling in
RAPPER with molecular dynamics/simulated anneal-
ing (MD/SA) vastly improves the quality and power of
refinement compared to MD/SA alone. The utility of
this approach is highlighted by the automated deter-
mination of a lysozyme mutant from a molecular re-
placement solution that is in congruence with a
model prepared independently by crystallographers.
Finally, we discuss the implications of this work on
structure determination in particular and conforma-
tional sampling and energy minimization in general.
Introduction
X-ray crystallography of macromolecules is a powerful
yet challenging technology. Once the major experimen-
tal hurdles of expression, purification, and crystalli-
zation have been overcome, diffraction data can be
collected, and the process of constructing a three-
dimensional model that explains these data can begin
(Blundell and Johnson, 1976; Drenth, 1999). This is an
iterative process of model building and refinement. The
former involves building or extending a putative, often
incomplete, model of the contents of the crystal based
upon interpretation of features in an imperfect electron*Correspondence: mark_depristo@harvard.edu
3 Present address: Department of Organismal and Evolutionary
Biology, Harvard University, 16 Divinity Street, Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02138.
4 Present address: Department of Molecular Biology, Massachu-
setts General Hospital, 185 Cambridge Street, Boston, Massachu-
setts 02114.density map. The latter involves adjusting the parame-
ters of this model to improve consistency with the dif-
fraction data (Tronrud, 2004). If everything goes well,
the model becomes more complete while explaining
better the diffraction data at each stage.
One of the first approaches applied to optimize crys-
tallographic refinement of proteins was the method of
least-squares with gradient descent (Watenpaugh et
al., 1973) although this was most effective at high reso-
lution when used with restraints on good initial models
(Hendrickson, 1985). The introduction of molecular dy-
namics/simulated annealing extended refinement to
lower resolutions and poorer initial models (Brunger et
al., 1987). Simultaneously significant advances were
made in methods for model building based on inter-
active computer graphics and sophisticated real-space
fitting techniques (Jones and Thirup, 1986; Jones et al.,
1991; Kleywegt and Jones, 1996). The integration of
real-space model building and reciprocal-space refine-
ment in an automated procedure (ARP/wARP) has fur-
ther improved tolerance to incomplete and inaccurate
models, although high-resolution (better than 2.3 Å)
data are still required (Perrakis et al., 1999). Despite
these advances, model building and refinement at
lower resolutions remain outstanding problems in X-ray
crystallography. Advances in optimization strategies
occurred concomitantly with improvements in crystal-
lographic target functions, from least-squares to maxi-
mum likelihood targets with bulk solvent corrections
(Tronrud, 2004).
Macromolecular crystals typically diffract to resolu-
tions poorer than w2 Å, where the number of parame-
ters of the model approaches or even exceeds the
number of experimental observations (Tronrud, 2004).
Observations about the geometry and conformation of
the protein are usually included as restraints to improve
the observation-to-parameter ratio. Electron density
maps are often unclear in many regions, making the
identification of atomic positions and molecular confor-
mations difficult. Worse, after the estimation of phases
from experimental data, these maps are based on
phases calculated from incomplete and inaccurate
models, and they exhibit strong bias toward the prelimi-
nary model. Finally, the energy landscape projected by
the model phases and diffraction data is complex,
rough, and speckled with many shallow, near isoener-
getic minima.
One solution to these problems is to incorporate de-
tailed knowledge of protein structure and conforma-
tional preferences directly into the sampling and mini-
mization procedure at the earliest stages of modeling
and throughout iterative refinement. Our approach to
conformational sampling has been to reduce the prob-
lem to a minimum number of degrees of freedom, not
only to improve the efficiency of conformational sam-
pling, but also to restrict our exploration to fruitful
valleys in the potential energy landscape. We use con-
formational constraints from the idealized geometry
derived from analyses of small molecules (Engh and
Huber, 1991), from f/ψ propensities (Lovell et al., 2003),
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1312Figure 1. Refinement Quality of 9ILB and
1KX8 as a Function of Cα-Trace Sampling
Radius Used to Generate Initial Models
The Cα-trace sampling radius is shown on
the x axis. The upper panels show the best
Rfree (open symbols) obtained for each of the
five models for RAPPER (diamonds, con-
tinuous line) and CNS (triangles, dashed
line). The average Rfree over all five models
is shown with filled symbols connected by
lines. The lower panels show the average all-
atom rmsd to the PDB structure of the Cα-
trace (pluses), the RAPPER (diamonds), and
the CNS (triangles) models connected by
lines. The Rfree factor (above) and the rmsd
of the PDB structures refined by using the
CNS protocol (below) are shown as hori-
zontal dashed lines.and from fine-grained side chain rotamers (Lovell et al.,
2000; Shetty et al., 2003) calculated from high-resolu-
tion protein structures. We have previously shown that
our RAPPER sampling engine can generate accurate
models of irregular surface loops (de Bakker et al.,
2003; DePristo et al., 2003a) and whole proteins given
only coarse structural information (DePristo et al.,
2003b), and fit models into electron density maps at a
variety of resolutions (DePristo et al., 2004).
Our previous experience with fitting conformers into
electron density maps suggested that refinement was
often unable to improve the worst fit regions of a model.
These regions appeared trapped in deep wells in the
X-ray potential energy surface and are separated from
fairly close correct conformations by large potential
barriers. Such problems are common throughout pro-
tein structure modeling due to the lack of effective
methods for exploring complex energy landscapes.
This holds true regardless of whether the potential
landscape is derived from experimental data, from mo-
lecular mechanics force fields, or from mining the data-
base of protein structures.
In this paper, we discuss the application of the RAP-
PER sampling engine to the exploration of complex en-
ergy landscapes. Specifically, we demonstrate that
using a measure of compatibility with an electron den-
sity map allows us to build atomic models into noisy,
medium-resolution electron density maps with high
specificity. Coupling this building procedure to stan-
dard molecular dynamics/simulated annealing (MD/SA)
refinement (Brunger et al., 1987, 1998) greatly improves
the quality and power of refinement, and, most impor-
tantly, leads to final models that fit the data better than
MD/SA alone, as measured by the cross-validated Rfree
factor (Brunger, 1992). The power of this approach is
illustrated by the automated determination of a novel,
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mo our knowledge, structure of a human lysozyme mu-
ant, by using a molecular replacement model aban-
oned as intractable by expert human crystallogra-
hers (R.J.K.J., unpublished data).
esults
APPER Refinement of Interleukin-1
nd Protein A6
e applied our automated rebuilding and refinement
rotocol to rerefine the PDB structures of human in-
erleukin-1β (9ILB) and the chemosensory protein A6
1KX8). Five random conformations were generated by
sing Cα-trace modeling, in which models are gener-
ted under the constraint that their Cα atoms lie within
.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, or 3.0 Å of their corresponding
toms in the PDB structure (Figure 1; Table S1 [see the
upplemental Data available with this article online];
ee Experimental Procedures for details). Models gen-
rated under restraints with larger Cα radii are further
rom the PDB structure, and they are consequently
ore difficult starting points for refinement due to
reater phase error and worse electron density maps.
ach model was subjected to refinement with the RAP-
ER protocol and the CNS protocol in parallel. In short,
he CNS protocol consists of 15 cycles of 3 rounds of
D/SA refinement. The RAPPER protocol differs only
y replacing regions of the model with poor fit to the
lectron density map with ones generated with RAP-
ER that correlate better with the map and are consis-
ent with protein conformational preferences.
First, both RAPPER and CNS refinement converge to
easonable final models for initial Cα restraint radii %
.5 Å for 9ILB and % 2 Å for 1KX8 (Figure 1 and Table
1). Neither protocol is powerful enough to refine initial
odels with Cα restraints > 3 Å (data not shown). For
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13139ILB, refinement of the PDB structure leads to an Rfree
of 0.27 with the RAPPER protocol and 0.24 with CNS;
for 1KX8, the equivalent values are 0.31 and 0.30 (note
that the larger Rfree following RAPPER refinement of the
PDB structure reflects the fact that the original Rfree set
was unavailable. CNS remains close to the PDB struc-
ture and hence was an artificially low Rfree factor).
Against this baseline, RAPPER completely refines initial
models with Cα restraints of up to 2.5 Å radius, while
CNS never approaches its baseline but diverges with
increasing Cα restraint radius. For 1KX8, again RAP-
PER refines to near baseline for % 2.5 Å restraint ra-
dius, while CNS remains 4%–6% above baseline until
2.5 Å restraint radius, beyond which refinement breaks
down. As the RAPPER and CNS protocols both pro-
duce models with equivalent but slightly tighter B fac-
tor distributions than the PDB structure, B factors do
not account for the differences in Rfree factors among
RAPPER and CNS models.
In terms of three-dimensional atomic coordinates,
both RAPPER and CNS move the initial models signifi-
cantly closer to the PDB structure, as assessed by the
all-atom rmsd between the models and the PDB struc-
ture. Given that equivalent models for medium-resolu-
tion crystal structures differ significantly from each
other (DePristo et al., 2004), it is necessary to relate the
model rmsds to a baseline obtained by refining the PDB
structure by using the CNS protocol (Figure 1 and Table
S1). From these calculations we expect rmsds no lower
than 1.2 Å from the PDB for 9ILB, and 0.6 Å for 1KX8.Figure 2. Refinement Trajectory of a 3 Å Cα-Trace Model of 9ILB, with RAPPER Generating a Model with an Rfree of 0.29 and CNS Generating
One of Only 0.45
The upper panel shows the amino acid sequence, the Rfree factor, and residues remodeled by RAPPER in red for each of the 15 refinement
cycles. The lower two panels show stick models of the PDB (blue), initial Cα-trace (green), final RAPPER model (gold), and final CNS model
(cyan). Models are annotated by their global all-atom rmsd to the PDB structure.The proximity of the refined models to the PDB coordi-
nates is especially striking when compared to these
baselines. For 9ILB, RAPPER remains within 0.3 Å rmsd
of baseline, while CNS diverges at 2 Å and is no longer
able to move the initial models close to the PDB struc-
ture. For 1KX8, RAPPER consistently finds models
within 0.4 Å rmsd of the baseline, until a total break-
down at 3 Å, while CNS performs slightly worse up to
2 Å, then diverges rapidly.
Individual Model Refinement
Detailed analysis of the refinement trajectory of indivi-
dual models is needed to move beyond discussion of
overall trends between RAPPER and CNS (Figure 2 and
Figure S1). RAPPER reconstruction clearly contributes
most during the first rounds of reconstruction, dropping
rapidly to near-final levels within three or four cycles.
This is consistent with the approximate exponential de-
cay in the number of reconstructed amino acids during
the first few cycles, as conformations that are incor-
rectly fitted are rapidly replaced by better ones. The
few stragglers remaining at later stages are residues
trapped in poorly fit conformations in regions of poor
electron density. Interestingly, poor initial models re-
quire many passes of reconstruction in problematic re-
gions. During refinement, incremental improvements in
model phases lead to better electron density maps that
allow for the identification of misfit regions and their
subsequent reconstruction.
The initial models are poor, with side chain conforma-
Structure
1314tions grossly different from the PDB structure, sharing
only w60% of χ1 < 40°. Electron density maps derived
from such models are consequently terrible. Even start-
ing from such maps, RAPPER builds conformations
that are in excellent agreement with the PDB structure.
CNS, in contrast, is often unable to move the main
chain and side chains away from their initial positions
and toward correct conformations. The PDB, RAPPER,
and CNS models differ most in the positioning of side
chains, especially large, bulky ones like arginine, tryp-
tophan, and tyrosine, where the CNS models appear
trapped near their initial conformations in the Cα-trace
models. In regions in which the electron density is poor,
both RAPPER and CNS fail to produce well-fit confor-
mations. In the RAPPER protocol, this results in con-
tinuous regeneration of the same regions (see Figure 2,
which illustrates that after 15 cycles, several regions
are still candidates for remodeling).
RAPPER refinement produces models with good
structural quality metrics, such as deviation from ideal
bond geometry, observed f/ψ distributions, expected
side chain rotamers, and atomic packing (Table S2).
These models have only slightly poorer f/ψ, rotamer,
and clash scores than the PDB structure. The system-
atically worse values for the CNS models presumably
reflect worse refinement (i.e., higher R factors) and not
an intrinsic difference in the quality of models produced
by CNS. Support for this view comes from the correla-
tion between Rfree factors and structural quality met-
rics, independent of model origin (R2 = 0.66 for a linear
regression of Rfree and clash score among all models in
Table S2). Indeed, this relationship confounds compari-
son of structural quality for models that differ substan-
tially in their R factors. Nevertheless, the models pro-
duced by RAPPER have good validation statistics,
comparable to those of the PDB structures, which is
encouraging given the complete automation of RAP-
PER and the low resolution of the diffraction data.
Blind Test Structure Determination
of Lysozyme Mutant
To test further the performance of RAPPER and assess
its practical value, we undertook a blind structure de-
termination experiment. An initial molecular replace-
ment model and diffraction data were obtained for a
human lysozyme mutant by expert crystallographers
(B.F. Luisi and R. Johnson) and were provided to us.
As a completely independent operation, model building
and refinement proceeded in parallel by using standard
techniques used by the experts and fully automated re-
finement with both protocols.
First, and foremost, the initial molecular replacement
model provided to us was abandoned as intractable by
the crystallographers, due to poor refinement quality
and a large difference in R and Rfree factors. A superior
MR solution was obtained and solved against the full
2.5 Å diffraction data. The structure determination pro-
cess, nevertheless, required significant intervention to
correct for conformational changes in surface-exposed
loops and side chain rearrangements. This structure re-
fined to an Rfree of 0.27 by using REFMAC with the Bab-
inet bulk solvent correction (Murshudov et al., 1997).
Refining this structure against the truncated 2.8 Å dif-
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traction data results in an R factor of 0.21 and an Rfree
f 0.28. Thus, we expect to do no better than an Rfree
f 0.28 by using the automated refinement protocols.
RAPPER refined automatically the original MR model
gainst the 2.8 Å reflection set to an Rfree of 0.31 (Figure
and Table 1). The final model is close to the PDB
tructure (rmsd = 0.9 Å). The CNS model, on the other
and, languishes with an Rfree of 0.37. The contrast be-
ween RAPPER and CNS is starker across all Cα-trace
odels, with RAPPER consistently refining these struc-
ures to Rfree values of 0.30–0.37, while the equivalent
ange for CNS is 0.37–0.48. In other words, the RAPPER
odels are between 0.05 and 0.16 lower in Rfree than
hose produced by using CNS alone. The model with
he lowest Rfree produced by CNS started from the MR
olution and has an Rfree factor of 0.37. The best RAP-
ER model, with an Rfree of 0.30, started from a Cα-
race sample, is better than the refined MR model, and
s almost as good as the 1W08 refinement against the
riginal data.
There are significant real-space structural differences
mong the MR, PDB, Cα-trace, RAPPER, and CNS
odels (Table 1 and Table S3). First, the MR solution is
ar from the final PDB structure in main chain and all-
tom rmsd, but has a large number of side chains in
he correct rotameric states. Both RAPPER and CNS
efine initial CNS models far away from their initial con-
ormation. The 5% higher χ1 conservation of CNS com-
ared to the initial models indicates that CNS is more
onstrained by the initial side chain conformation than
APPER. The refined RAPPER models are highly sim-
lar to each other, with little difference between the best
nd worst models. The CNS models, in contrast, are
uch less similar and are only slightly closer to the
DB structure than the initial models, reflecting the in-
bility of CNS to improve these initial models. The RAP-
ER and CNS models have equivalent main chain
msds but different side chain rmsds and χ1% com-
ared to the PDB structure, indicating that poor side
hain positioning is severely limiting CNS refinement.
Interestingly, the best model produced by RAPPER is
nly slightly closer to the PDB structure than the CNS
odel, despite having an Rfree factor that is 7% lower.
he RAPPER and CNS models differ most significantly
t bulky side chains, where the CNS conformations are
ften grossly misfit relative to the PDB structure (Figure
). Other errors in the CNS models are at sites of multi-
le conformations, where CNS incorrectly places a sin-
le conformation between the two PDB conformations,
hile the RAPPER conformation overlaps completely
ith one of the PDB conformations. The fine details of
he RAPPER conformation appear better, almost com-
letely overlapping with the PDB structure, while the
NS model differs slightly at almost every site. Finally,
odel quality near the T70N mutation is excellent for
oth RAPPER and CNS, despite the large conforma-
ional change in residues 69–73 to accommodate the
ubstitution.
iscussion
ur previous experiences with knowledge-based pro-
ein modeling (Blundell et al., 1987, 1988; Sali and Blun-
Knowledge-Based Refinement
1315Figure 3. Refinement of the Lysozyme Mutant
(A) Cartoon diagram of MR (green) and PDB structure (blue), superimposed on Cα atoms.
(B) Bar graph of Rfree factors for initial MR and Cα-trace models (blue), and final CNS (red) and RAPPER (black) model.
(C) Residues 62–75 focused on the mutation T70N in the MR model (green), PDB structure (blue), CNS model (red), and RAPPER model (gray)
with side chain conformations as sticks.
(D) Individual refinement trajectories for MR (triangles) and Cα-trace (other symbols) models for RAPPER (black) and CNS (red). The Rfree
factor of the 1W08 structure refined against the 2.8 Å diffraction data is shown as a dashed horizontal line.scheme for modeling building into electron density
Table 1. Structural Comparisons among Lysozyme Mutant Models
Pairwise RMSD (Å)
Main Chain All Atoms χ1 < 40° (%)
MR model versus PDB 1W08 0.8 1.3 89.4
Initial Cα-Trace Models Based on MR Solution
0.8 (0.04) 1.6 (0.04) 57.9 (3.3)Versus PDB 1W08a
1.1 (0.1) 1.9 (0.3) 59.1 (3.7)Versus final RAPPER modelsa
1.1 (0.1) 1.7 (0.2) 64.6 (12.7)Versus final CNS modelsa
Final RAPPER Models
0.6 (0.2) 1.4 (0.2) 75.0 (6.9)Versus final CNS modelsa
0.3 (0.3) 0.7 (0.5) 89.2 (7.6)Versus final RAPPER modelsb
0.4 (0.2) 1.0 (0.2) 85.7 (3.3)Versus final PDB modelsa
Final CNS Models
0.5 (0.3) 1.1 (0.7) 76.9 (15.5)Versus final CNS modelsb
0.5 (0.1) 1.4 (0.2) 74.2 (8.4)Versus final PDB modelsa
Best Model Versus PDB 1W08
0.4 0.9 88.5RAPPER (model 0)
0.4 1.0 87.5CNS (model MR)
Comparison of MR, PDB, RAPPER, and CNS models using pairwise main chain and all atom rmsd and the percent of side chains in the
similar rotameric state (χ1 < 40°). The table is divided into four sections, each comparing one set of models against all others. Values in
parentheses are standard deviations for comparisons involving multiple structures.
a Averaged over five equivalent models (model 1 versus model 1, 2 versus 2, et cetera).
b Averaged over ten pairwise models (model 1 versus models 2–5, 2 versus 3–5, et cetera).
plemented with all-atom, knowledge-based conforma-dell, 1993) and conformational sampling for loop mod-
eling (de Bakker et al., 2003; DePristo et al., 2003a),
comparative modeling (de Bakker, 2003), and X-ray
structure determination (DePristo et al., 2004) moti-
vated us to extend RAPPER with a sensitive scoringmaps. Our primary interest was to explore how much
traditional crystallographic refinement techniques (Tron-
rud, 2004)—such as least-squares (Hendrickson, 1985),
conjugate gradient (Murshudov et al., 1997), or MD/SA
(Brunger et al., 1987)—could be improved when sup-
Structure
1316tional sampling. We chose to compare only with MD/
SA refinement, given its well-deserved reputation for
power and large radius of convergence; it is likely that
comparisons with gradient descent methods would be
even more favorable to RAPPER. It is important to re-
cognize that this work does not constitute a criticism
of CNS refinement, as CNS is an essential part of the
RAPPER refinement protocol. Nevertheless, it does en-
able us to identify where the MD/SA approach to ex-
ploring complex energy landscapes can be improved
and to suggest how this can be achieved.
We suspected that the largest benefits would be at
medium (2–3 Å) or low (>3 Å) resolution, where tradi-
tional methods have difficulty. In this study, we focused
exclusively on the medium-resolution range, given its
importance in macromolecular crystallography (Kleywegt,
2002). The use of two previously deposited structures
allowed us to evaluate RAPPER under controlled cir-
cumstances, while the blind structure determination
provided a more realistic challenge.
One important conclusion from the comparison of
RAPPER and CNS is that MD/SA refinement is unable
to escape from the deep wells in the X-ray potential
surface projected by incorrect conformations, espe-
cially those involving bulky side chains. The nature of
MD/SA refinement sees very large potential energy bar-
riers between such conformations. The heating/cooling
cycle of simulated annealing is intended to alleviate this
problem, but even the high-temperature phase of simu-
lated annealing clearly has difficulties overcoming
these barriers. It is doubtful that baking the model at
even higher temperatures will radically improve the
quality and power of MD/SA refinement. RAPPER cir-
cumvents the barrier-crossing problem by employing a
discrete sampling scheme. When coupled with a de-
tailed side chain conformer library, RAPPER can effi-
ciently explore conformational space, a property partic-
ularly advantageous for bulky side chains.
Beyond leaping energy barriers, a further advantage
of sampling only main chains with good f/ψ character-
istics and rotameric side chains is avoiding unpro-
ductive and dangerous parts of conformational space.
The issue is that conformations with poor f/ψ or nonro-
tameric side chains often fit well into low-resolution
electron density maps and thus lead like the Siren’s call
away from correct conformations and toward disaster.
Restricting sampling to the important degrees of free-
dom and enforcing prior constraints help overcome the
limited specificity, model bias, and phase error of me-
dium-resolution maps.
The average resolution of crystal structures depos-
ited in the PDB is 2.2 Å, shows no downward trend
(Kleywegt, 2002), and may indeed increase as focus
shifts toward macromolecule complexes (Harrison,
2004). Even now, over half of new crystal structures are
solved within the medium-resolution range (2–3 Å),
where RAPPER refinement has proven most valuable.
The importance of tools like RAPPER for automated
structure determination will likely increase given the ex-
ponential growth of crystallographic studies and the
rise of structural genomics (Gerstein et al., 2003).
In all fairness, RAPPER is no panacea for crystallo-
graphic model building and refinement. First, confor-
mational sampling under strict crystallographic con-
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ive initial models were generated by using Cα-trace sampling.
ach of these five models was subjected to refinement according
o the RAPPER and CNS protocols, and two sets of five refined
odels were produced. The CNS protocol (right) consists of three
terations of MD/SA refinement (see Experimental Procedures for
etails), producing a single refinement model. Each such model is
ed back into the inner MD/SA cycle 15 times. The RAPPER proto-
ol differs from the CNS protocol only in that RAPPER is used to
dentify and reconstruct poorly fit regions of the model after each
ycle of MD/SA refinement.traints is computationally demanding, especially in the
arly stages when the model is poor. The inflexible use
f the real-space correlation function leads to endless
econstruction of regions that never achieve a well-fit
onformation. Perhaps the most general critique is that,
nlike the excellent program ARP/wARP (Perrakis et al.,
001), the method presented here is limited to refine-
ent of an existing model and cannot be used to auto-
atically construct parts of the structure de novo. On
he other hand, RAPPER is free of the atomicity as-
umption that restricts ARP/wARP to higher-resolution
ata sets. One final concern is that RAPPER refinement
epends critically on the register of the provided model.
etecting such situations is trivially obvious, however,
s register errors make it impossible to build through
articular regions of the electron density map. Indeed,
his behavior forms the basis for current work on de novo
odel building at resolutions up to 5 Å (N. Furnham,
.S. Dore, D.Y. Chirgadze, P.I.W.d.B., M.A.D., T.L.B., un-
ublished data).
Although focused on the interesting and practical
roblem of crystallographic refinement, the approach
escribed here is more general than simply refining
Knowledge-Based Refinement
1317crystal structures. Almost all computational problems
in structural biology—such as structure prediction, ra-
tional protein design, protein-ligand docking—can be
recast as a search for low-energy conformations on a
complex energy landscape. The improvements over
molecular dynamics/simulated annealing presented here
suggest that similar improvements can be made by
supplementing traditional search and minimization pro-
cedures with knowledge-based sampling schemes
like RAPPER.
Experimental Procedures
RAPPER Modeling
The discrete conformational sampling program RAPPER was used
to generate both the initial conformational samples and X-ray-
restrained models (Figure 4). Briefly, RAPPER employs a discrete
conformational sampling algorithm to construct an ensemble of all-
atom models that each satisfies a set of user-defined restraints
(DePristo et al., 2003b). The algorithm proceeds by iteratively ex-
tending a polypeptide chain in the N-terminal to C-terminal direc-
tion. B factors were reset to 20 Å2 for main chain and 30 Å2 for side
chain atoms in all models.
Initial Models
Models were generated with RAPPER, by enforcing Cα restraints
(with 0.5–3.0 Å radii) and side chain centroid restraints (with 3 Å
radii) centered on the atoms in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) struc-
ture (DePristo et al., 2003b). To facilitate R and Rfree comparisons
with PDB structures, waters were copied from the PDB into the
initial models but were freely refined.
Goodness-of-Fit of a Protein Model into an Electron
Density Map
The correlation coefficient between the SA omit map, ρo, and the
map calculated from the atomic coordinates and scattering factors
of the entire putative model, ρc:
fit(ρo, ρc) =
∑ (ρˆo * ρˆc)
√∑ ρˆo2*∑ρˆc2
summed over all indices x,y,z in the map, where ρˆc = ρc − ρ¯c, ρc is
the electron density at point x,y,z in the map, ρ¯c is the average
electron density of the map, and σc is the number of rms deviations
above ρ¯c. The sum is evaluated only at points in the map of signifi-
cant density, i.e., those where either σc R 0.5 or σo R 0.5. The fit
function varies from 1.0, a perfect correlation between the maps,
to zero for unrelated maps; negative correlations are scored as
zero. The fit score of a set of atoms, A, is simply the fit over all x,y,z
within 3 Å of any atom in A. This correlation function was inspired
by the real-space fit of Jones et al. (1991) and Kleywegt and
Jones (1996).
Automated Reconstruction of Protein Models
in an Electron Density Map
We automatically identify and reconstruct poorly fit regions of a
protein model based on their fit score to a 2Fo−Fc simulated an-
nealing omit electron density map (Hodel et al., 1992). First, the fit
of each residue of the input model is scored, and those with fit scores
< 0.8 are flagged for reconstruction. Next, each contiguous region
of poorly fit residues is rebuilt with RAPPER as follows. An ensem-
ble of 100 conformations is extended by a single residue, while all
main chain atoms are required to lie in positive electron density
and the model Cα atoms are required to lie within 2 Å of their posi-
tions in the poorly fit conformation. Next, the side chain conforma-
tion with the best goodness-of-fit that satisfies side chain centroid
restraints (see RAPPER modeling) from the finely detailed (0.5 Å)
side chain conformer library is selected (Shetty et al., 2003). This
library includes thousands of individual side chain conformations
for each amino acid derived from high-quality residues in high-res-
olution protein structures (Shetty et al., 2003). The all-atom con-
formers in the ensemble are then ranked according to their good-ness-of-fit, and the lowest 90% are ejected from the ensemble.
This is repeated six times, such that the population of conforma-
tions is iteratively enriched in well-fit conformations. Finally, the
best-fitting conformation is selected when 100 complete polypep-
tide chains have been generated for the reconstructed region.
Refinement Protocols
MD/SA refinement and map generation were performed by using
the CNS program. The RAPPER refinement protocol involves the
following steps. An initial model is subjected to 15 cycles of MD/
SA refinement (Brunger et al., 1998) and RAPPER reconstruction,
followed by a final round of MD/SA refinement. MD/SA refinement
is comprised of 3 cycles of 100 steps of geometry minimization,
and then torsion-angle simulated annealing starting at 5000 K, slow
cooling in 25 K steps, and finally 200 steps of gradient minimiza-
tion. A maximum likelihood target plus a bulk solvent correction is
used for the X-ray term. The CNS protocol is identical to the RAP-
PER protocol, except that the reconstruction step with RAPPER
is omitted.
Protein Structures and Reflection Data
All structures and reflection data were obtained from the Protein
Data Bank. The signaling molecule human interleukin-1β (Yu et al.,
1999) (PDB code 9ILB) is a 153 amino acid protein solved at 2.28 Å
to an R/Rfree of 0.157/0.210 by using TNT least-squares refinement.
The original Rfree set for 9ILB was not available, so a new set com-
prising 10% of the reflections was generated; note that it is the
same set used in DePristo et al. (2004). The chemosensory protein
A6 (Lartigue et al., 2002) (PDB code 1KX8), composed of 112 amino
acids, was solved at 2.80 Å to an R/Rfree of 0.265/0.281 by using
CNS with a flat bulk solvent model. The original Rfree set was ob-
tained from the PDB and comprises 10.4% of the 5096 reflections.
Free sets were excluded from all refinement and map calculations.
Structure Solution of the T70N Human Lysozyme Mutant
The expression, purification, and crystallization of a destabilized
mutant (T70N) of human lysozyme (residues 19–148) were carried
out by R.J.K.J. (Johnson et al., 2005). Diffraction data were col-
lected from a small crystal with dimensions of 100 × 50 × 50 mi3
on an R axis IV area detector to a resolution of 2.5 Å. The data
were processed and scaled with the program DENZO/SCALEPACK
(Otwinowski and Minor, 1997). The Rsym was 7.5% (14.6% in the
2.59–2.50 bin), and the completeness was 95.1%. The crystals be-
long to space group P212121 with cell dimensions a = 31.117 Å, b =
56.177 Å, c = 62.489 Å. An Rfree set comprising 5% of the 3649
reflections was set aside. The program AMORE was used to obtain
molecular replacement (MR) solutions (Navaza, 1994). Manual
model building was performed with Quanta (Accelrys), and refine-
ment was performed with REFMAC (Murshudov et al., 1997).
An MR solution based on the wild-type human lysozyme struc-
ture (PDB code 1JSF) was obtained. The 2.5 Å data were truncated
to 2.8 Å, and manual model building and refinement starting with
the MR structure and reflection set were performed (B.F. Luisi and
R. Johnson). This process converged to a generally poor model
with an abnormal R/Rfree ratio and was abandoned as a potentially
false MR solution.
At the same time, the 2.8 Å truncated data and initial MR solution
were provided to us for a blind assessment of refinement with RAP-
PER. The Cα atoms and side chain centroids of the MR solution
were used to generate five conformational samples as described
above (see “Initial Models”). These five models plus the MR solu-
tion were refined by following the protocols described above, ex-
cept that every three cycles of refinement (and RAPPER recon-
struction), CNS was used to add waters at sites of large (>3σ),
unexplained density in a Fo−Fc difference map using distance and
hydrogen bond filters (the default parameters in the standard CNS
water_pick.inp script). Between 79 and 93 waters were added to
the RAPPER models, and between 49 and 74 were added to the
CNS models; the PDB structure has 88 waters.
After concluding that the initial MR solution was intractable, the
crystallographers obtained a superior MR solution, and they solved
this structure by using the full 2.5 Å diffraction data. This new MR
model was based on the same residues 19–148 of the human lyso-
Structure
1318zyme structure, but it excluded the loop that includes the T70N
mutation. This model was placed at a different crystallographic ori-
gin, and it was oriented slightly differently once superimposed with
the initial MR trial. Manual model building and refinement were
again performed (B.F. Luisi and R. Johnson), progressing until R
and Rfree factors of 0.185 and 0.268, respectively, were obtained
with excellent stereochemistry. In this model, large adjustments
were made in the loop at the site of mutation, and counter-ions and
waters were included in the model.
The final, or PDB, model is used for all comparisons with the
RAPPER refinement. It must be emphasized that the entire manual
modeling building and refinement process was conducted simulta-
neously with and independently from the RAPPER calculations.
Note that, unfortunately, the MR solution used for RAPPER and
CNS included the wild-type threonine residue and not the aspara-
gine mutation, as the original threonine residue was present in the
MR solution used to initiate RAPPER and CNS refinement.
Miscellaneous
All crystallographic calculations were performed with CNS, unless
noted otherwise. Structural analyses, including rmsd calculations,
were performed with RAPPER. Molecular figures were produced
with PyMOL (DeLano, 2002). Similarity in side chain rotamer state
between two structures was assessed as the percentage of first
side chain dihedral angles (χ1) within 40° of each other. All models,
refinement scripts, and the RAPPER program itself are available for
download from the RAPPER website at http://www-cryst.bioc.
cam.ac.uk/rapper/. RAPPER currently supports reciprocal-space
refinement with either CNS or REFMAC and can easily be adapted
to other refinement strategies.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data including one figure and three tables are avail-
able at http://www.structure.org/cgi/content/full/13/9/1311/DC1/.
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